
Can an unfair model be reprogrammed into a fair 
one? If  so, why and how would it work?

v FairReprogram: a novel generic fairness-enhancing paradigm
in a min-max fashion through model reprogramming for
both NLP and CV tasks.
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Fairness Reprogramming

Figure 6. (Transfer Setting) We report negative DP (left) and negative EO (right) scores. The triggers are
firstly trained in a BASE model. Then we evaluate the triggers based on another unseen BASE model.
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Figure 4. (Main Results) Results on (a) Civil Comments and (b) CelebA. We report the negative DP (left) and
the negative EO (right) scores. We vary the trade-off parameter λ to record the performance. The closer a dot to
the upper-right corner, the better the model is.

v Input-agnostic perturbation to manipulate model behavior.
v Sharing similar ideas with text and visual prompting[1, 2].

vModel weights are sometimes not alterable or inaccessible.

Ø large computational
Ø storage costs
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Ø low data efficiency
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Figure 2. Illustration of why fairness trigger works. (a) Data generation. (b)
Information flow from data to the classifier through the sufficient statistics. (c)
Fairness trigger strongly indicative of a demographic group can confuse the
classifier with a false demographic posterior, and thus preventing the classifier from
using the correct demographic information.

Figure 5. (Input Saliency Analysis) Gradient-based
saliency map visualized with GradCAM. Highlighted
zones (in red) are with major influence on predicted labels.

v Compared to retraining-based methods[3], FairReprogram
promotes model fairness with far less trade-off in accuracy
across various NLP and CV datasets with in-the-wild biases.

v Theoretically and empirically show why and how fairness
can be promoted using an input-agnostic fairness trigger.

vOptimization objective:

Ø Overall optimization objective:

Ø Task utility loss:

Ø Discriminator-based fairness promoting loss:

Ø Optimizable variables: fairness trigger: discriminator:

Ø Fairness Metrics
v Equalized Odds (EO):

v Demographic Parity (DP):

Ø Related Work

vWhy does fairness trigger work?
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Figure 1. An example of fairness reprogramming in CV and NLP tasks. The input-
agnostic trigger can promote fairness without altering the pretrained model.

Figure 3. (Algorithm Illustration) An
illustration of the FairReprogram algorithm
pipelines formulized in a min-max fashion.
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